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S T E P  O N E

HOW TO GET 
WHERE YOU’RE 

GOING
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IF YOU’RE FEELING A TAD NERVOUS AS YOU DIVE INTO THIS BOOK, WE TO-

tally understand—and we think it’s a good sign. Many performers say having 

nerves before hitting the stage indicates they still care about their craft and their 

audience. If they’re not nervous, they’re not fully invested in doing or being their 

best. Superstars know how to push through the fear, using that energy to fuel 

their performance rather than weaken it. The same applies here, don’t you think? 

It would be odd not to feel some fear as you explore your calling and shine your 

light. 

When Spirit first delivered their instructions for Infinite Purpose, revealing our 

roles as messengers of these teachings, Lori and I were awestruck, elated, and 

scared to pieces. Were we crazy to attach our names to content we’d never read? 

Would we come off as insane or pretentious or misguided? Was it irresponsible 

to set aside our workloads and devote so much energy to a project we knew next 

to nothing about? 

Every time we’d spin our wheels, obsessing about what might go wrong, we’d 

always wind up here: we couldn’t say no to something that felt so meaningful, so 

inspired, and so deeply needed. So we said yes—and it changed our lives for good.  

Once we traded in fear for faith, we got so many signs that we were on the 

right path. For instance, when Spirit provided the exact date we were supposed to 

launch the original online program, we were shocked: we’d already planned to be 

together in New York City on that day, enjoying a girls’ weekend that my husband 

had planned months before as a fortieth birthday present. Every stroke of syn-

chronicity served as a reminder that we were part of something so much bigger 

than ourselves—something not to be afraid of, but to be in awe of. 

Step One of Infinite Purpose invites you into a brand new world, with Spirit 

lovingly leading the way. So, tell your fear to take a hike. You’re here because 

you’re ready. 
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Message from Spirit

AND SO WE BEGIN. WE COMMEND YOU FOR ANSWERING THE CALL, FOR 

allowing yourself to be pulled into the unknown and trusting it will lead you 

Home. Indeed, it will. We will help.

We are a conglomerate of celestial guides—spiritual beings without form. We 

have walked in your shoes and down your roads before and know firsthand the 

weight of the world you live in. For centuries, we remained deeply connected 

and committed to our souls’ missions, to God’s vision for our lives there and else-

where, because we could feel  the blessing of being chosen, of being silently or-

dained as messengers and meaning-makers. We now do our work from beyond 

the physical realm.

We have been given the clear vision of Creation, of All That Is Good, for each 

and every one of you, granted access to your divinely inspired path and the pos-

sibilities it holds so that we might impart wisdom that both eases and accelerates 

your journey to purpose. Each of you has been called to these teachings because 

you have been chosen, explicitly, to carry out missions of light during your time 

on Earth. 

You have felt this, yes? Even if ever so fleeting, you have had notions of being 

needed, feeling blessed with something you could not quite put your finger on, 

seeing what others could not or would not see, feeling and absorbing the energy 

of this time and place, and sometimes feeling alone in your hopefulness while the 

masses drunkenly drown in their misery. You are also part of a conglomerate of 

spiritual beings; specifically, a growing population of earthbound souls ready to 

realize their full potential, individually and collectively. 

When we speak of potential, we are solely focused on all that matters: the 


